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Abstract: Sustainable development policy focuses on reducing the carbon footprint generated by
the global industry and energy sector. Replacing conventional energy sources with environmentally
friendly ones requires advanced research to increase energy efficiency and reduce the instability and
intermittence of renewable sources. Moreover, adsorption chillers are an opportunity to introduce
net-zero emission technologies to the refrigeration, air-conditioning, and desalination industries.
Adsorption devices could be popularized if a method of effective heat transfer in the volume of
the adsorption bed is developed. The innovative concept of introducing fluidized beds into the
adsorption system can achieve the most promising results in improving energy efficiency. To confirm
the adopted assumption, heat transfer coefficient calculations for the packed and fluidized bed were
carried out in this paper based on experimental tests and literature data. The empirical research aims
to extend the fundamental knowledge in the implementation of fluidization under low-pressure
conditions, characteristic of the adsorption systems’ working cycle. Experiments were conducted
on a unique test stand equipped with the Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed (IHTAB) reactor
prototype. Five adsorption bed samples were analyzed. The reference sample consisted only of silica
gel, and the subsequent ones contained aluminum or carbon nanotubes with 5 and 10% additions.
In the case of samples with admixtures, the fluidized state increased the heat transfer coefficient on
average from approx. 36.9 W/m2 K to approx. 245.4 W/m2 K.

Keywords: net-zero emission; heat transfer coefficient; fluidized bed; energy efficiency; adsorption
cooling and desalination systems; adsorption bed

1. Introduction

The global sustainable development policy towards a zero-carbon economy demands
changes in all industry sectors [1]. Implementing ecological technologies in the energy
sector will be a crucial challenge in the coming years to achieve a net-zero emission
economy. Moreover, worldwide sustainable development policy requires a radical and
immediate reduction in fossil fuel exploitation by renewable energy sources in various
areas of societies’ operation [2,3]. Significant attention is being paid to reducing the carbon
footprint generated in the production process, transportation, or service sectors [4,5].
First, the high carbon footprint characterizes energy-consuming technologies, such as
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conventional refrigeration technology, which is becoming more common due to the global
warming effect [6,7].

Adsorption chillers provide an opportunity to introduce ecological solutions in the
refrigeration, air-conditioning, and desalination industries [8,9]. The growing interest in
adsorption desalination technology results from disturbing forecasts of increasing freshwa-
ter deficits in various parts of the Earth. According to the UN, by 2030, ¼ of the world’s
population will be affected by water scarcity due to permanent or temporary droughts,
and around 50 million people will have to emigrate due to freshwater deficits [10,11].
These disturbing data influence the need to develop sustainable desalination methods,
which include adsorption technology. However, there are still few literature reports related
to research on improving the efficiency of adsorption desalination systems [12,13]. The
potential of solar water desalination systems consisting of a simple design and plentiful
rectangular troughs in desalination under vacuum conditions has been explored in [14,15]
due to the high solar intensities and long sunshine duration in Saudi Arabia. The net-zero
emission potential of adsorption refrigeration and desalination is related to the possibility
of using low-grade thermal sources for power, such as industrial waste heat, solar and
wind energy, heat produced in cogeneration, and geothermal heat [16–18].

The adsorption device consists of three main parts: an evaporator, an adsorption bed,
and a condenser. The number of individual components can be increased to compose
the multi-bed systems of multi-stage operating cycles [19,20]. The working cycle of an
adsorption refrigerator begins with the process of refrigerant evaporation. Then, the
evaporator is connected to the adsorption bed, where the produced water vapor is adsorbed
on the porous medium surface. An exothermic adsorption requires constant heat removal to
maintain the process dynamics. Therefore, cooling water flows through the heat exchanger
system built into the bed volume while adsorption is carried out. At this stage, the bed
chamber has no connection with the condenser. When the sorbent bed is saturated, the
valve connecting the evaporator with the bed is closed, and the preheating process begins,
leading to the desorption of the water vapor. The hot water is supplied to the exchanger
built into the bed due to the endothermic character of desorption, and the bed chamber
remains disconnected from both the evaporator and the condenser. After that, the desorbed
refrigerant is directed to the condenser, where, after condensation, it goes back to the
evaporator, and the adsorption bed is pre-cooled to prepare the adsorbent for the next
adsorption cycle [21].

This technology could be popularized if a method of effective heat transfer in the
volume of the adsorption bed is developed, allowing for reductions in the production and
deployment costs of a highly energy-efficient adsorption cooling system [22,23].

The analyzed methods of improving thermal conditions in the adsorption bed include
coated and polydisperse structures of fixed beds (packed beds). A coated sorbent layer
could be implemented to reduce the thermal resistance at the boundary of sorbent grains
and the heat exchanger surface. The effect of using coated beds and packed beds on
adsorption system performance was discussed in [24,25]. It was investigated that the
coated bed thermal parameters can be improved with the optimal selection of the coating
thickness, grain size, and highly conductive binder used. Moreover, the experimental
research cycles conducted in [26,27] allowed for selecting optimal adhesive materials and
then for experimental confirmation of their thermal properties in coated adsorption bed
constructions. The silica gel and sodium polyacrylate desiccants were coated onto a finned
tube heat exchanger in the adsorption dehumidification system. The adsorbent was coated
on the fins, allowing the fixed fin area to be coated with greater amounts of desiccants for
better dehumidification performance [28,29].

Various configurations of heat exchangers with an expanded heat exchange surface
were examined in [30,31]. The different fin constructions and geometries, the heat exchanger
materials, and the ratio of the metal mass to the overall sorbent mass are analyzed in the
literature because the high metal content causes a decrease in the sorption capacity of the
bed [32,33]. Experimental research in the field of materials engineering is also ongoing
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regarding the possibility of utilizing novel sorbents with precisely designed thermal and
sorption properties [34–36].

The doping of adsorption beds with materials of higher thermal conductivity [32,37]
and the construction of polydisperse beds with reduced porosity are also discussed in the
literature. The influence of the spatial porosity distribution in the z direction was described
in [38]. Provided the bed porosity increased from the cooling side to the steam side, the
overall heat transfer performance was improved, reducing the adsorption temperature that
contributes to the adsorption uptake and the Specific Cooling Power (SCP).

Moreover, the most popular investigated methods constitute implementing multi-bed
devices and multi-stage sorption cycles and employing a re-heating scheme [39,40]. The
implementation of heat and mass recovery schemes yields higher performance. In the
three-bed mass recovery chiller, the first two beds are in the mass recovery process iso-
lated from both the evaporator and condenser. At the same time, a third bed is connected
with the evaporator to enhance cooling capacity. There are also scientific reports of inte-
grating adsorption devices with absorption systems (AD-AB systems) to achieve greater
efficiency [41,42]. However, these and other innovations in sorption technologies still
require numerous experimental and numerical verifications using advanced computational
methods, enabling the initial verification of the possibility of implementing innovative solu-
tions and evaluating their effectiveness [33,43]. The prediction of the thermal conductivity
of nanofluids has been successfully carried out in [44] using experimental correlation and
artificial neural networks. A numerical comparison of heat transfer conditions in coated
and fixed (packed) beds was carried out in [45].

One of the latest methods investigated to improve heat transfer in adsorption chillers
is the implementation of fluidized beds [46]. Fluidization allows for a significant increase
in the heat transfer coefficient, which is confirmed by the vast industrial application of
this technology [47,48]. In [49], the coal and syngas combustion method in a circulating
fluidized bed (CFB) was presented. Adsorption processes in fluidized bed columns were
analyzed in [50]. A fluidized bed dryer was examined in [51,52] to explore the efficient
drying of biomass.

Only a few experimental reports are currently available in the literature on improving
the energy efficiency of adsorption chillers using fluidized bed technology [53]. The
influence of fluidizing gas velocities and adsorbent particle diameters was discussed in [54].
The calculations indicate that the bed-to-wall heat transfer coefficient in the adsorbent
fluidized bed is much higher than in a conventional bed. For silica gels with a diameter
of 150 µm, heat transfer coefficients increased from 7.87 W/m2 K in the fixed state to
103.99 W/m2 K in the fluidized state. The sorbent layer is brought into a fluidized state
by a fluidizing medium: water vapor enters the bed from the evaporator due to the
pressure difference that occurs during the adsorption cycle. It intensifies mixing processes
in fluidized conditions, which can be observed as a significant improvement in the heat
and mass transfer within the adsorption bed.

The new and unconventional experimental verification of fluidized beds introduced in
this paper assesses the possibility of extending the implementation areas of this technology.
It extends fundamental scientific knowledge concerning fluidization under low-pressure
conditions, characteristic of the adsorption systems’ working cycle, since the proposed
experimental concept of implementing fluidization significantly reduces the adsorption
refrigeration system dimensions. Moreover, the average values of the convective heat
transfer coefficient for packed and fluidized bed samples discussed in this paper are very
valuable for the rapid development of refrigeration and adsorption desalination methods,
particularly given ongoing climate changes, the worldwide scarcity of freshwater, and the
necessity of developing novel and sustainable technologies.

The experimental tests and calculations presented in this paper were carried out to
solve the following research problems:

• Is it possible to effectively implement fluidized bed technology in the operating
conditions of an adsorption cooling and desalination system?
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• Does fluidized bed technology improve heat transfer conditions in adsorption beds?
• How does the composition of the adsorption bed sample in fluidized conditions affect

the heat transfer parameters?

It is also worth mentioning that the calculations presented in this paper are based on
experiments using an innovative prototype test stand, one of the few apparatuses in the
world that allows visual observation of the fluidized state in the low-pressure regime.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Prototype Test Stand: Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed (IHTAB) Reactor

A unique test stand designed to develop optimal fluidization conditions for sorption
materials under a low-pressure regime was used to conduct the experimental studies.
The first authors’ experience with the experimental tests of fluidized beds dedicated to
adsorption chillers on the introduced stand was presented in [55]. The authors succeeded
in the empirical analysis of the possibility of implementing the fluidization process in
adsorption chillers. The utilized Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed (IHTAB) Reactor
Prototype constitutes the adsorption chiller’s lab-scale model and is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The scheme of the experimental test stand marked with the most essential elements:
1—reaction chamber; 2—aluminum frame; 3—evaporator chamber; 4—laboratory vacuum system;
5—data acquisition and control system; 6—PC.

The IHTAB test stand consists of an adsorption chamber (1), aluminum frame (2), evapo-
rator (3), laboratory vacuum system (4), data acquisition and control system (5), and PC (6).
The chambers are made of stainless steel. The evaporator chamber is located on the lower
part of the test unit, where a Welch LVS vacuum pump is also installed, to which both cham-
bers are connected. The pump is responsible for maintaining conditions consistent with the
working cycle of an adsorption chiller based on the water–silica gel system. This unique lab
apparatus simulates the operation of an existing adsorption chiller by running continuous,
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successive cycles of adsorption and desorption, which are the essential stages in the working
cycle of commercial adsorption systems for cooling and desalination. Furthermore, the test
stand allows the analysis of different adsorption systems, including those with packed beds,
fluidized beds, and different heat exchanger designs.

The working cycle of the unique experimental apparatus is as follows. In the evapora-
tor, the pressure is reduced to approximately 2500 Pa, which allows for evaporating water
at a temperature of approximately 21 ◦C. After opening a valve between the evaporator
and the adsorption chamber due to the pressure difference, the water vapor flows into
the adsorption chamber, where it is adsorbed on the porous medium surface. Due to the
exothermic adsorption process, an increase in the temperature of the adsorbent bed is
recorded using thermocouples placed in the bed. Once pressure equilibrium is reached, the
valve between the evaporator and the adsorption chamber is closed. Then, the saturated
bed is desorbed to prepare it for the next adsorption cycle. The heat Q required for the
endothermic desorption process is supplied using a cartridge heater. The desorbed water
vapor is discharged from the adsorption chamber through a channel connecting it to the
vacuum pump. Once the desorption process is complete, the next adsorption cycle of the
bed begins.

The unique test stand Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed (IHTAB) Reactor
constitutes a laboratory-scale model of the main working elements of an adsorption chiller,
adapted to the analysis and optimization of various parameters of real adsorption systems,
e.g., constructions and compositions of adsorption beds, and various operating parameters
of adsorption cycles. Moreover, the chambers of the test stand were equipped with certified
measuring instruments with defined measurement accuracy.

The technical parameters of the experimental test stand are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Technical characteristics of the device [56].

Parameter Unit Value

Name of equipment - Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed
(IHTAB) Reactor

Serial number - 240/2019
Validation year 2019

electrical supply (VAC) Single-phase TN S 230 V AC network
Dimensions

(width/length/height) (mm) 1280/700/1550

Total mass (kg) ~160
Adsorption chamber dimensions

(height/diameter) mm 520/404

Desorption chamber dimensions
(height/diameter) mm 418/404

The equipment with the parameters defined in Table 1 was designed to provide a
precise laboratory test stand enabling simulation of the adsorption cooling and desalination
system operation. The volume of the adsorption and evaporator chambers was 0.067 m3

and 0.054 m3, respectively. An apparatus of these dimensions enables precise laboratory-
scale tests to be performed.

The equipment of the adsorption chamber is shown in Figure 2 with the cross-section.
According to Figure 2, the adsorption bed of porous media was placed inside the

sorption column (3), which was located on the scale. It enabled measurement of the mass of
the adsorbed water vapor. In the analyzed studies, the sorption column, with dimensions
of 0.17 m in height and 0.03 m in outside diameter, was made of PLEXY PMA material with
a wall thickness of 0.002 m. The dimensions and modular equipment of the adsorption
chamber allowed for the examination of sorbent beds and heat exchangers of different
sizes and construction. In the studied case, it was crucial to precisely verify heat transfer in
fluidized and packed beds of different compositions, so a small sample size was chosen.
The sorption column was limited by a grid (2) with a diameter below 50 µm to prevent
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sorbent sprinkling during analysis in the fluidized condition. The grid resolution should
be smaller than the diameter of the sorbent particles and the additives used to protect
against undesirable loss of sample weight during experiments. Changes in the sorbent bed
temperature caused by the adsorption phenomena were recorded using thermocouples
placed at equal distances from the column axis (manufactured by Czaki Thermo-Product
Company, Rybie, Poland, TP-203 K-1a model, accuracy ±1.5 ◦C) (1). In the column axis, a
heat transfer probe (manufactured by Sinkoplex Company, Ostrów Wielkopolski, Poland,
type A WS) (4) was set to analyze the heat transfer conditions in the adsorption bed related
to the diagnosed type of bed structure. The heat transfer probe is presented in detail in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The scheme of the heat transfer probe which is located in the axis of the adsorption bed:
1—thermocouple; 2—cartridge heater; 3—copper case; 4,5—insulation.

The heat probe was constructed of a cartridge heater (2) of known power Q, located in
a copper case (3), with the thermocouple (1) placed on its heating surface A. According to
the technical data sheet provided by the Sinkoplex Company, the heater power was 0.30 W
(±0.001 W), and the heating surface was 0.0003 m2 (±0.00001 m2). A second thermocouple
was placed at a known distance from the sorption column axis (as shown in Figure 2), and
the effective k was calculated from the following relationship:

k =
Q

A·∆T
,
[

W
m2·K

]
(1)
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where k is the convective heat transfer coefficient, Q is the power of the heat transfer
probe (W), A is the area of the heating surface of the heat transfer probe (m2), ∆T is the
temperature difference between the heat transfer probe’s surface and the thermocouple in
the volume of sorbent bed (K).

Equation (1) defines the basic method for assessing heat transport effectiveness, focus-
ing on the analysis of the heat transfer coefficient value in laboratory conditions and also in
pilot- and large-scale fluidized beds. The maximum measurement error considering the
accuracy of the individual components was calculated using the total differential:

∆k =

∣∣∣∣ ∂k
∂Q

·∆Q
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ ∂k

∂A
·∆A

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ ∂k
∂T

·∆T
∣∣∣∣ (2)

The accuracy of the individual measurements shows that the recorded temperature values
had the greatest influence on the result of the k calculations. However, due to the maximum
value of the measurement error, which ranged from 2.75% to 10.75%, it should be considered
that the results of experimental measurements were characterized by good accuracy.

In this study, a conventional packed bed and an innovative fluidized structure were
analyzed. During experimental tests, the pressure in the reaction chamber was lower than
in the evaporator to force the water vapor to flow when the valve (6, Figure 2) between
two sections is opened. It enables the flow of water vapor through the channel (5, Figure 2)
connecting the chambers. The minimum fluidization velocity of the solid particles is in the
range of 0.43–0.68 m/s [46]. The system operated in transient regimes corresponding to
bubbling and circulating fluidized beds (superficial gas velocity: 6.6–14 m/s). Still, in the
analyzed set of experimental studies, the bed did not circulate and was held inside the chamber
by the grid (2, Figure 2). Under low-pressure conditions, which prevail in the operating cycle
of the adsorption chiller, obtaining the fluidized state requires creating a pressure difference
between the adsorption chamber and the evaporator to obtain the minimum fluidization
velocity by the flowing water vapor. Considering the sample parameters analyzed in these
experimental case studies, the optimal initial condition of the fluidization was the achievement
of a pressure difference of about 1000 Pa.

2.2. Characteristics of Materials

Preliminary studies [55,57] have confirmed that fluidization improves the heat transfer
conditions in the adsorption bed. This paper aims to evaluate average convective heat
transfer coefficient values for packed and fluidized bed samples based on the results of
experimental studies. The empirical studies involved heat transfer analysis on stationary
and fluidized bed models during sorption cycles. Silica gel is a porous adsorption material
applied in this study, and it is a material widely available on the market in wholesale
quantities. Moreover, it is also an environmentally friendly adsorbent, and according to
the literature, it is the best working pair for water as a refrigerant. These parameters make
silica gel the most commonly used porous material in adsorption chillers for cooling and
desalination [58,59]. The parent silica gel porous material was also supplemented with
additives to improve the effective thermal conductivity of the sample. The analyzed beds’
samples are described in Table 2. The proposed additives to improve thermal conditions
in the deposit indicated in Table 2 were selected based on experimental research and a
detailed literature review [23].

Table 2. The composition of adsorption bed samples.

Sample Identification Composition of Adsorption Bed Sample

S1 Silica gel 100% − reference sample
S2 Silica gel + Aluminum particles 5%
S3 Silica gel + Aluminum particles 15%
S4 Silica gel + Carbon nanotube particles 5%
S5 Silica gel + Carbon nanotube particles 15%
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The thermal and physical parameters of the adsorption material, which was a silica
gel, are shown in Table 3. The table indicates the sorbent parameters from which adsorption
bed samples were prepared and subsequently subjected to the experimental tests described
in this paper. Silica gel was chosen as the adsorbent due to the possibility of combining it
in the working pair with water as a refrigerant, a highly developed specific surface area of
approx. 800 m2/g, and a large total pore volume defined in Table 4.

Table 3. The thermal and physical parameters of the materials.

Material Particle Size
µm

Density
kg/m3

Apparent
Density
kg/m3

Bulk Density
kg/m3

Thermal
Conductivity

W/m·K

Thermal
Diffusivity

mm2/s

Sphericity
-

Silica gel 160–200 2200 1100 750 0.176 0.137 0.70

Table 4. The sorption parameters of the adsorbent—silica gel.

Specific Surface Area
m2/g

Porosity (ε)
-

Av. Pore Diameter
nm

Total Pore Volume
cm3/g (Vp)

800 0.44 2.45 0.404

The crucial sorption parameters of the silica gel are described in Table 4, where the
average pore diameter and total pore volume were determined experimentally using the
Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry System—ASAP 2020 apparatus manufactured
by Micromeritics company, Norcross, GA, USA, and the porosity was determined from the
following equation:

ε =
Vp

VM
(3)

where Vp is the total pore volume, cm3/g; VM is the material volume, cm3/g.
The parameters of additive materials used to improve the thermal properties of the

adsorption bed samples are shown in Table 5. Aluminum and carbon nanotubes are
characterized by high thermal conductivity, which is a desirable parameter to increase the
efficiency of heat and mass transfer.

Table 5. The thermal and physical parameters of the additive materials.

Material Particle Size
µm

Density
kg/m3

Thermal Conductivity
W/m·K

Thermal Diffusivity
mm2/s

Sphericity
-

Aluminum
particles 45–300 2720 237 97.1 0.45

Carbon nanotubes 0.005–10 2600 2320 460 <0.1

3. Results and Discussion

This chapter presents the results and a detailed discussion of the convective heat
transfer coefficient calculations for sorption cycles conducted using adsorption bed samples
with compositions defined in Table 2. The temperature changes were registered during the
experimental tests, which were the basis for calculating the effective heat transfer coefficient
according to relation (1).

Experimental tests for the beds’ samples defined in Table 2 for fixed and fluidized
states were carried out. The water vapor flow due to the pressure difference between the
evaporator and the adsorption chamber was used to obtain a fluidized state. Water vapor
was generated in the evaporator, and boiling water at 21 ◦C was achieved by reducing the
absolute pressure using the vacuum pump. The sorption processes were carried out in a
2000–2100 Pa pressure range. The initial condition of the adsorption process in the fluidized
state was the achievement of a pressure difference between the reaction chamber and the
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evaporator of about 1000 Pa, and in the fixed state, about 500 Pa. The adsorption cycles
were conducted for about 10 s, as this was the time taken by the pressure equilibration
process between the two chambers. After reaching equilibrium, the vapor flow was not
occurring. Therefore, the next stage constituted desorption, carried out to desorb water
vapor from the sorbent surface and restore the initial pressure difference. The pressures
took about 150–250 s to return to their initial state. After this time, the adsorption cycle
started again with the opening valve (6, Figure 2) between the two chambers.

For each sorbent sample described in Table 2, seven control cycles were carried out in
the fixed and fluidized states. The collected temperature changes were used to calculate the
averaged heat transfer coefficient k values. The obtained results are shown in Figures 4–6.
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Figure 4. Changes in the average convective heat transfer coefficient values in the following sorption
cycles for the reference sample in fluidized (S1F) and fixed (S1S) states. In each cycle, fluidization
resulted in an increased convective heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 5. Changes in the average convective heat transfer coefficient values in the following sorption
cycles for the bed samples enriched with aluminum particles in fluidized (S2F, S3F) and in fixed
(S2S, S3S) states. The highest k values are observed for the sample consisting of silica gel with a 5%
addition of aluminum particles.
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Figure 6. Changes in the average convective heat transfer coefficient values in the following sorption
cycles for the bed samples enriched with carbon nanotube particles in fluidized (S4F, S5F) and in
fixed (S4S, S5S) states. The highest k values are observed for the sample consisting of silica gel with a
5% addition of carbon nanotubes.

Figure 4 shows the convective heat transfer coefficient k values for the silica gel
reference sample. It can be seen that fluidization resulted in an increased convective heat
transfer coefficient for each examined adsorption bed sample. For reference adsorption
bed samples without thermal additives, the heat transfer coefficient reached a maximum of
70 W/m2 K in the fixed state, and for the fluidized state, it was approximately 175 W/m2

K. Moreover, in each subsequent adsorption cycle, the fluidized bed was characterized by
better thermal conditions than for the fixed state.

The experimental results for adsorption bed samples doped with aluminum particles
are depicted in Figure 5. The bed samples contained 5 or 10% aluminum, respectively, and
sorption cycles in the fixed and fluidized state were carried out to compare the heat transfer
conditions. The highest k values were recorded for sample S2F consisting of silica gel with
a 5% addition of aluminum particles.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results for adsorption bed samples doped with carbon
nanotubes. As in the case of the aluminum dope tests, the bed samples contained a 5 or
10% additive.

A maximum value of the heat transfer coefficient equal to 245.4 W/m2 K was achieved
in the fluidized state for the S4F sample composed of silica gel with a 5% carbon nanotube
additive. However, this high value was registered only in the first adsorption cycle. In
subsequent cycles, the value decreased and fluctuated between 130 and 185 W/m2 K. The
minimum value of the k equal to 36.9 W/m2 K was registered in the fixed state for the S2S
sample consisting of silica gel with a 5% addition of aluminum particles.

Analysis of experimental results indicates that thermal conditions in the fluidized state
are most stable in a homogeneous bed. The results of the adsorption cycles for the doped
beds’ samples shown in Figures 5 and 6 indicate significant variations in the convective
heat transfer coefficient in the following cycles.

Based on the analysis of Tables 3 and 5, which present the physical and thermal
properties of the materials forming the adsorption bed samples that were prepared, it
can be concluded that the properties of the individual sample components affect the
fluctuation in the k coefficient. Minor oscillations of the heat transfer coefficient k during
successive adsorption cycles were recorded for the homogeneous sample (S1) made of
pure silica gel. In this case, the intensified mixing processes caused by fluidization did
not influence the sample structure. In the case of heat-transfer-enhancing additives, the
mixing processes affected the stratification of the sample components, resulting in large
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fluctuations in the heat transfer coefficient values. Therefore, when designing fluidized
silica gel adsorption beds to improve the thermal parameters of the adsorbent, additive
materials should be selected based on a similar density and sphericity to the silica gel
so that the doped bed forms as homogeneous a layer as possible. Moreover, utilizing
carbon nanotubes as thermal additives, it should be noted that nanotubes are characterized
by a very high thermal conductivity but only in the longitudinal axis direction. Carbon
nanotubes transverse to the axis are insulators.

Analyzing the results presented in Figures 5 and 6, it should also be noted that
generally higher values of the heat transfer coefficient were recorded for samples with a
5% admixture of the thermal additives. Therefore, it can be concluded that higher doping
does not have a positive effect on heat transfer enhancement in the adsorption bed volume,
and the crucial effect in improving the thermal parameters of the bed was caused by the
introduction of the fluidized state.

Maintaining high heat transfer coefficient values in the chiller’s adsorption bed volume
is advantageous due to the lower heating power (HP) consumption during the operating
cycle. Reducing the HP consumption without changing the cooling capacity level can
influence the increase in the overall efficiency of the adsorption system expressed by the
Coefficient of Performance, according to the following relationship:

COP =
CC
HP

=

.
mc·Cpc·(∆Tc)

.
mh·Cph·(∆Th)

(4)

where COP is the Coefficient of Performance; CC is the cooling capacity (W); HP is the
heating power (W);

.
mc is the mass flow of chilled water (kg/s); Cpc is the specific heat

of chilled water (J/kgK); ∆Tc is the temperature difference at the inlet and outlet of the
evaporator;

.
mh is the mass flow of hot water (kg/s); Cph is the specific heat of hot water

(J/kgK); and ∆Th is the temperature difference at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger
built in the adsorption bed.

COP is the primary parameter used to evaluate the overall performance of an adsorp-
tion cooling and desalination system. For the conditions which exist in the adsorption
chiller’s heat exchanger systems, the specific heat of hot and chilled water corresponds
to normal atmospheric conditions, so the changes with pressure are so small that they
are ignored to simplify calculations. The ∆T parameters, which are the differences in
water temperatures at the inlet and outlet from the heat exchangers built into an evap-
orator and adsorption bed, respectively, constitute the crucial indicators used to assess
the heat transfer conditions. Temperature differences are caused by water evaporation in
an evaporator, exothermic adsorption, or endothermic desorption processes conducted
in the adsorption beds, depending on the working cycle stage of the adsorption cooling
and desalination system. Therefore, the thermal effects accompanying sorption processes
require the effective supply or removal of generated heat. An increase in the ∆T value
indicates the intensification of heat exchange, which, according to Equation (4), affects the
overall efficiency of the system. A higher ∆T for hot water will allow for reducing the hot
water flow required to supply the adsorption system. Moreover, the effective desorption of
water vapor from the adsorbent surface allows for maintaining a high sorption capacity of
the bed in subsequent adsorption cycles.

A higher ∆T for cooling and chilled water will allow for increasing the cooling capacity,
which will directly affect the increase in COP of the entire sorption system and will also posi-
tively affect the increase in the key parameter characterizing the efficiency of the adsorption
bed, i.e., Specific Cooling Power (W/kg) (SCP), expressed by the following equation:

SCP =
CC

Mtotal
(5)

where CC is the Cooling Capacity (W) and Mtotal is the total mass of adsorbent (kg).
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According to the results for packed bed samples in a fixed state presented in Figures 4–6
(marked with S1S, S2S, S3S, S4S, and S5S symbols), the tendency of the gradual decrease in the
heat transfer coefficient is repeated in the following sorption cycles. This relationship applies
to all analyzed samples, regardless of their composition. The packed sorbent bed is unevenly
saturated as the greatest contact with water vapor is at the bed’s lower layers, which, after
saturation, no longer generate thermal effects accompanying the sorption processes, which is
visible as a decrease in the k parameter value. On the one hand, the lack of mixing processes
positively affects the stabilized values of the heat transfer coefficient k of packed samples.
On the other hand, the steady state causes uneven adsorption and desorption in the sample
volume. Insufficiently desorbed silica gel is characterized by a lower sorption capacity in
subsequent cycles, manifested by a decrease in the intensity of mass transfer and heat transfer
processes. This is a very unfavorable phenomenon strongly affecting the reduction in the
adsorption chiller efficiency used for cooling or desalination.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents an experimental study of heat transfer conditions in packed and
fluidized bed sorbent samples. This work also presents innovative guidelines for the design
of fluidized adsorption beds. Experimental tests have been carried out utilizing a unique
test stand equipped with the Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed (IHTAB) reactor
prototype. The obtained results allowed the analysis of the heat transfer coefficient for
various mixtures of adsorption bed samples. The results unambiguously confirmed the
improvement in thermal conditions in fluidized beds:

• Fluidization resulted in an increased convective heat transfer coefficient for each
examined adsorption bed sample.

• For reference adsorption bed samples without thermal additives (S1S and S1F), the
heat transfer coefficient reached a maximum of 70 W/m2 K in the fixed state, and for
the fluidized state, it was approximately 176.5 W/m2 K. Moreover, in each subsequent
adsorption cycle, the fluidized bed was characterized by better thermal conditions
than the fixed state.

• A minimum value of k equal to 36.9 W/m2 K was registered in the fixed state for the
S2S sample consisting of silica gel with a 5% addition of aluminum particles.

• A maximum value of the heat transfer coefficient equal to 245.4 W/m2 K was achieved
in the fluidized state for the S4F sample composed of silica gel with a 5% carbon
nanotube additive.

The tests also revealed an explicit effect of additives improving the thermal bed
parameters on the variation in the heat transfer coefficient. This should be considered when
designing polydisperse structures of the adsorption beds of adsorption refrigeration and
desalination devices. Analyzing the graphs of the heat transfer coefficient in the fluidized
state, it can be seen that the results for pure silica gel S1 fluctuated the least. Although
additives with a higher thermal conductivity improved the heat transfer in the bed volume,
the fluidization process and differences in the density and sphericity of individual sample
components caused uneven mixing.

The calculations in this paper were used to analyze the possibility of increasing the
COP of the fluidized adsorption chiller compared to the conventional construction of
the device. The heat transfer conditions in the adsorption bed volume directly impact
many operating parameters of the adsorption device and, in particular, the COP and SCP
described in this paper. Therefore, all modifications introduced to adsorption systems
aim to increase the convective heat transfer coefficient, because sorption processes are
accompanied by thermal effects, which are the system’s driving force.
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Glossary

AB Absorption
AD Adsorption
CC Cooling Capacity, W
Cpc specific heat of chilled water, J/kgK
Cph specific heat of hot water, J/kgK
CFB Circulating Fluidized Bed
COP Coefficient of Performance
F Fluidized state
HP Heating Power, W
IHTAB Intensified Heat Transfer Adsorption Bed
k convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m2·K
Mtotal total mass of adsorbent kg,
.

mc a mass flow of chilled water, kg/s
.

mh a mass flow of hot water, kg/s
S Stationary state (fixed)
SCP Specific Cooling Power, W/kg
S1–S5 Samples’ identification
∆Tc temperature difference at the inlet and outlet of the evaporator;
∆Th temperature difference at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger built in the

adsorption bed;
ρbulk Bulk density of the silica gel, kg/m3

ρapp Apparent density of the silica gel, kg/m3

ε porosity of the silica gel, -
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